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Limits of ray tracing

Huygens principle - refraction Ray tracing fails…
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Finite Difference Time Domain codes

• Solve Maxwell equations on a Yee Grid (=displaced B & D grids)

• MEEP (MIT Electromagnetic Equation Propagation) Free & open-source FDTD code)

• Also used by Deaconu et al. (propagation at Summit Station – surface/horizontal 
modes)
arxiv: https://arxiv.org/pdf/1805.12576.pdf 3
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Simulation setup
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Plotted: energy density 
on log scale



Horizontal mode – 5 layer simulation
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Ez saturated

Zoomed in 
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Waveforms

X=240 m X=400 m

Through-the-air-signal
Velocity = c/1.02

Velocity in layers:

v = c/1.08 (n = 1.07)
v = c/1.15 (n = 1.15)
v = c/1.2 (n = 1.20)
v = c/1.27 (n = 1.26)

Horizontal modes are truly horizontal,
Not bouncing waves

Relative amplitudes will be affected 
by absorption

Pulses in top layer
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Askaryan – naïve attempt

Let a current point source move with 
velocity c (in direction of current)

Modulate the current strength with an envelope
that describes shower development

Problem: this incites waves of all frequencies
shortest wavelength should be > ~8 bins
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Askaryan – wavefront = 9x9 block 

Can be improved to realistic 
shower front shape as long as the 
edges are not too sharp
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More noise for showers misaligned with grid
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No Layer

Gradual transition

Layer

12 m shower
horizontal
Simulation 200x60 m
Resolution 20
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No layer

Gradual transition

Layer

12 m shower
10 degrees inclination
Simulation 200x60 m
Resolution 20
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Toy air shower (same 12m cascade)

Charge excess emission
“Askaryan in vacuum”

Transverse current
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n = 1 n = 1
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Pure reflection & refraction
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n = 1.0

n = 1.31



Showers hitting the ice
transverse current only
switches off in ice
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n = 1.0

n = 1.31

Energy density

Saturated



No ice
n = 1 everywhere, but:
transverse current switches off at 400m

Sudden death signal
~ isotropic /polarization = v x B
Correct properties for ANITA mystery events?

Hz saturated

Transverse current continues
no switch-off at 400m - sudden death signal gone
In ice:  - refracted atmopsheric signal

- transverse current radiation
- sudden appearance

Hz saturated

Transverse current sudden death
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Including charge excess

In-ice Askaryan radiation &
Transverse current sudden death
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The signal in ice

coherence.

The emission will be coherent up to relat ively high

frequencies. This is also seen in Fig. 5a where we plot

the frequency spectrum of the di↵erent components of the

emission when the observer is posit ioned at a distance of

d = 240 m. In Fig. 5b, we plot the frequency spect rum for

the same geometry shift ing the ice-air boundary to 500 m

above sea level. Coherence of the in-ice emission as well
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Figure 5: The frequency spectrum of the di↵erent compo-

nents to the electric field as seen by an observer posit ioned

100 m below the ice-air boundary and d = 250 m from the

shower axis. The simulat ion is performed for a 1017 eV

primary energy cosmic-ray air shower.

as the in-air emission away from the Cherenkov angle is

typically determined by the length of the shower t rajec-

tory leading to a suppression at the highest frequencies.

The transit ion radiat ion, however, is emit ted from a single

point at the boundary, and hence its coherence is fully de-

termined by the part icle dist ribut ions in the shower front

which gives a cut -o↵ at relat ively high-frequencies in the

GHz range. Each of the several di↵erent components has

a finite response at zero frequency. One should note how-

ever that the combined response of all di↵erent compo-

nents vanishes at zero frequency.

In Fig. 4, and Fig. 5, thedetailed propert iesof theemis-

sion in t ime and frequency space were shown. This allows

us to understand the angular dist ribut ion of the di↵erent

components of the emission shown in Fig. 6. Here we plot

the integrated absolute value of elect ric field I =
R

|E |dt .

I t follows that the in-air emission given by the full red
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Figure 6: The angular dist ribut ion of the integrated field

for a radial observer distance of R =
p

z2 + d2 = 300 m.

The full red line gives the angular dist ribut ion for the in-

air emission, the dot ted purple line gives the t ransit ion

radiat ion, and the dashed blue line shows the in-ice emis-

sion.

line in Fig. 6, as expected, peaks toward a highly forward

angle (✓= 0◦ ), after which the emission drops rapidly to-
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Relative strength and order of contributions 
depends on observer position

Air shower signals in Askaryan detectors
K. de Vries et al. Astropart. Phys. 75, 2016
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Final thoughts

• Simulations are expensive
resolution: < ~cm
macroscopic scales >~ kilometers
2D:  105-6 x 105-6 bins (no. of time steps also scales with size!)
…most bins unused… more efficient strategies?

• Reliability – be aware of:
numerical dispersion/noise
conservation of charge

• Opportunities
investigate propagation effects (surface, ice, lunar escape, …)
investigate radiation mechanisms in non-homogeneous media (where theory 
becomes too complex)
visualizations
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